Non-rechargeable lithium batteries have been successfully used in implantable medical devices for over 40 years, however their life cycle is often much shorter than the desired period of implantation for such devices[@b1]. For example, over 20% of the 200,000 annual pacemaker implants in the United States are performed in order to replace depleted batteries, whose lifetimes are limited to 5 to 7 years[@b2]. This results in unnecessary infection risks, inconvenience to patients, and billions of dollars in costs to the health care system. In addition, due to advances in biosensors and low-power electronics, a host of new implantable systems such as pacing devices to prevent congestive heart failure, cochlear implants to treat profound deafness, and deep brain simulators to treat symptoms of Parkinson\'s disease have been proposed[@b3]. Because such devices have higher power requirements than pacemakers and have very short lifetimes when powered by current batteries[@b4], researchers are developing new implantable power sources that can harvest chemical, thermal and mechanical energy from the human body as an alternative to lithium batteries[@b5][@b6]. These include piezoelectric[@b7][@b8][@b9] and thermal generators[@b10] and bio-fuel cells[@b11][@b12][@b13]. Glucose fuel cells are particularly interesting because of the abundance of oxygen and glucose in body tissue and the possibility to generate a stable high continuous power output through the coupling of the glucose oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions[@b14]. In the past few decades most research in the field has been focused on immobilization methods for enzymatic catalysts in an effort to increase the lifetime of glucose fuel cells[@b15]. Enzymatic catalysts for glucose/O~2~ fuel cells have excellent selectivity and can produce power densities of the order of several mWcm^−2^ however they have very short lifetime, typically less than 30 days, due to the fragile nature of the enzymes and poor immobilization techniques[@b16][@b17]. This makes them generally unsuitable for long-term implantable applications[@b18] despite having been successfully tested *in-vivo*[@b19][@b20][@b21].

Recently, there has been renewed interest in non-enzymatic fuel cells that use platinum alloys or activated carbon as catalysts[@b14]. Such fuel cells have shown good time stability and have been successfully tested *in-vivo*[@b22][@b23]. The biggest challenge however remains the poor anode selectivity towards glucose oxidation in the presence of oxygen. Due to the lack of abiotic catalysts to selectively catalyze glucose oxidation, several groups have developed fuel cell designs that reduce the access of oxygen to the anode. An oxygen depletion design that has been commonly used involves placing a porous cathode in front of the anode, such that most of the oxygen gets reduced prior to reaching the anode, allowing glucose oxidation to proceed at low oxygen concentrations. The design first presented by Rao *et al*[@b24] in the 1970s made use of hydrogels to separate the porous anode and cathode. Kerzenmacher *et al*[@b25] also used hydrogels as binder for the catalytic materials at the anode and cathode. More recent designs however have avoided the use of hydrogels and instead used porous membranes such as carbon paper or anodized aluminum membranes, as supports for the cathode catalyst. In a previous paper, we demonstrated that such fuel cells can be assembled without a separation membrane in order to improve glucose diffusion to the anode and reduce the thickness of the fuel cell[@b26]. Although a promising approach, such oxygen depletion designs still require a large volume due to the thickness of each stacked electrode and the inter-electrode space, in addition to complicated fabrication and assembly protocols. The power density for such fuel cells is commonly reported in terms of electrode surface area exposed to interstitial fluid instead of volume as is often the case for other power sources. For example, most depletion design fuel cells described in literature have *in-vitro* power densities ranging from 2 μWcm^−2^ to 4.4 μWcm^−2^, however the assembled devices require volumes of over 2 cm^3^ because of the need to hold the stacked electrodes together[@b27]. This results in volumetric power fuel cell densities of less than 2 μWcm^−3^, which makes them inefficient compared to piezoelectric and thermal generators that have fundamental power density limits of 30 μWcm^−3^ and 10 μWcm^−3^ [@b28] respectively. In order to address the issue, Kloke *et al*[@b29] has recently investigated a single layer design for glucose fuel cells by placing the anode and cathode side by side. As noted there, a single layer design is desirable because of simplified fabrication, reduced thickness and facilitated implementation of the fuel cell in implantable devices. Although it was demonstrated that such single layer fuel cells can produce excellent power output (2.2 μW cm^--2^), their fabrication required over 50 μm platinum sheets and no attempt was made at integrating them in high power density fuel cell units.

Here we demonstrate how the single layer design can be manufactured cost-efficiently on single wafers using standard fabrication protocols and integrated in both high surface area and low volume implantable devices. We start by presenting the fabrication protocol for the low-platinum single layer fuel cell (SLFC), followed by polarization curves for both electrodes in order to understand the limiting reactions and the effect of changes in reactant concentration on fuel cell performance. We then demonstrate how SLFCs can be designed to reduce mixed potential effects when used as coating layers for implantable devices. Finally we show how we can stack SLFCs to produce high power density fuel cell units.

Results
=======

SLFC fabrication and characterization
-------------------------------------

The single-layer fuel cells (SLFCs) developed here are patterned directly on 500 μm thick fused silica substrates ([Fig. 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and subsequently diced to obtain 1 cm^2^ fuel cell layers. A concentric design where the anode is surrounded by the cathode was selected because, as will become apparent in the next sections, it increases the interface area between the electrodes and it helps increase glucose-oxygen separation when the layers are stacked. In order to achieve high effective surface area, a Raney-type alloy process is used for both the anode and the cathode. This process, first demonstrated by Gebhardt *et al.*[@b30], involves the annealing of a thin layer of platinum with a non-noble metal followed by the chemical etching of the non-alloyed outer metal layer. In this paper nickel is used as the non-noble metal at the anode and aluminum at the cathode. We use a Ni/Pt alloy as anode for glucose oxidation because it has been shown elsewhere to exhibit greater selectivity towards glucose than other abiotic catalysts[@b14]. The electrodes in the SLFCs presented here use only 100 nm of platinum, significantly less than in other works where metals such as zinc or nickel were electroplated on 50 μm thick platinum foils[@b29][@b31]. The main issue with using such thin layers of platinum is that the electrode roughness that can be obtained using a Raney process is significantly lower resulting is smaller electrode surface area. Experiments with several anneal temperatures in the range 400°C−600°C have demonstrated that the roughness that can be obtained using a Raney-type process in the case of 100 nm Pt/300 nm Ni peaks when the annealing temperature reaches 500°C. For the cathode, a high surface area platinum surface was obtained by annealing 100 nm Pt/100 nm Al at a low-temperature of 300°C and subsequently etching the aluminum with NaOH. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis was used to determine the metal composition at the anode surface before and after etching to ensure that no un-alloyed nickel was left behind (see [Supplementary Fig. S1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} online). The roughness of the electrodes is apparent from scanning electrode microscopic (SEM) images ([Fig. 1c](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) and has been quantified using a cyclic voltammetry method. By estimating the charge under the hydrogen adsorption peaks in the cyclic voltammograms during cleaning of the samples, the roughness factor (RF) of the Raney-type Ni/Pt anode annealed at 500°C was determined to be 238 ± 15. This is significantly higher than the RF of commercially available platinum foils (30 ± 4) but an order of magnitude lower than the RF values reported by Gebhardt *et al.* for 50 μm thick Ni/Pt Raney films (RF\~ 2000)[@b30].

SLFC electrode characterization
-------------------------------

The polarization curves of the anode and cathode in SLFCs provide useful information as to the limiting reactions of the fuel cell and the effect of variations in glucose and oxygen concentration. [Fig. 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the polarization curves for the Pt/Al cathode at different oxygen and glucose concentrations. Two flow meters (0.2--2 SCFH) were used to adjust the ratio of air and nitrogen flowing in the 0.1 M PBS solution and the temperature was maintained at 37°C. It can be seen that at low oxygen concentrations (7% O~2~ saturation) there are two distinct regions to the polarization curve, a linear ohmic region from 0 to 10 μAcm^−2^ and a transport-limited region above 10 μAcm^−2^. In the linear ohmic region the drop in voltage is due mainly to resistance in the electrolyte while in the transport-limited region the voltage drop is due to low oxygen concentration near the electrode surface. At high oxygen concentration (21% O~2~ saturation) no transport limited-region is observed under 30 μAcm^−2^. The effect of glucose on the cathode is relatively small with voltage drops of less than 20 mV at current densities in the range 0 to 30 μAcm^−2^ indicating that the Pt/Al alloy selectively catalyzes oxygen reduction in the presence of glucose. The electrode specific resistance in the linear regime is given by R = ΔU/Δj = 6.69 kΩcm^−2^. The cathode open circuit potential versus the Ag/AgCl reference electrode is comparable to what was previously reported by Kerzenmacher *et al*. for Raney-type Pt/Al alloys[@b32].

For the Pt/Ni anode the polarization curves in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} show that the potential is significantly lowered by the presence of oxygen, however because glucose is present in high concentrations in interstitial fluid, there is no transport limited region in the 0 to 30 μAcm^−2^ range. The electrode specific resistance increases from 1.31 kΩcm^−2^ when only nitrogen flows in solution (2% O~2~ saturation) to 3.21 kΩcm^−2^ when only air flows in solution (21% O~2~ saturation). The polarization curves presented in this section indicate that in a SLFC the polarization of the cell voltage is dominated by resistance at the cathode even when the oxygen partial pressure is above physiological levels. It can also be seen that a decrease in oxygen has a mixed effect on the polarization curve of the fuel cell since it decreases the resistance at the anode but creates mass transport limited effects at the cathode.

SLFCs as coating layers to implantable devices
----------------------------------------------

SLFCs are attractive because they can be integrated directly as coating layers for implantable devices. However, as the polarization curve for the anode indicates, the presence of oxygen can significantly reduce the performance of the anode. In addition, we observed from electrode polarization curves that for the cathode at low oxygen partial pressure there is a limiting current density above which the oxygen reduction reaction becomes transport limited. To address this, we have developed several designs that minimize these oxygen and transport limiting effects. First we look at the effect of varying the cathode to anode area ratio (denoted as *n* = A~cathode~/A~anode~) in order to determine the optimal configuration such that the fuel cell is not limited by oxygen transport at the cathode. From [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"} we observe that at high oxygen partial pressures the maximum current density drawn from the fuel cell increases with increasing *n*. A peak power output of 1.21 μWcm^−2^ is observed for SLFCs with *n* = 3.7, a 50% increase over SLFCs with *n* = 0.47, indicating that it\'s beneficial to have a larger cathode surface area. This is expected since, as mentioned in the previous section, the polarization of the cell voltage is mainly driven by resistance at the cathode. In addition, at low oxygen partial pressure we expect the advantage of a lager cathode area to be even more accentuated due to higher electrode specific resistance at the cathode in the transport-limited regime.

Using a similar approach to the above, we can also demonstrate how SLFC designs with high interface area between the electrodes can minimize mixed potential effects at the anode and improve the performance of the fuel cell. We achieve this by having an interdigital interface, or comb-like interface, between the anode and the cathode as can be seen in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Interdigital electrodes have been demonstrated before for electrochemical sensors[@b33], however our approach is the first implementation for non-enzymatic glucose fuel cells. Here the electrodes are separated by 500 μm and the aim of the electrode pattern is to increase the area of oxygen depletion over the anode and decrease the ohmic resistance between the electrodes. Since oxygen consumption is proportional to the current drawn from the fuel cell, the effect of oxygen depletion at the anode gets more significant when the fuel cell operates at high current densities. [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} shows that the interdigital designs increases the peak power output of the SLFC from 1.05 μWcm^−2^ to just over 1.32 μWcm^−2^. The reported peak power output represents the average of 3 different experiments with sample standard deviation of ± 0.09 μWcm^−2^ for the interdigital design and ± 0.12 μWcm^−2^ the non-interdigital design. The experiments described above were performed at high oxygen partial pressure (21% oxygen saturation) in order to avoid any experimental errors due to the flow of nitrogen in solution which is hard to control accurately. In another experiment, we lowered the oxygen concentration by increasing the flow of nitrogen in solution (7% oxygen saturation) and observed a large increase in power output for both interdigital and non-interdigital designs. This trend is consistent with our observations from the anode polarization curves that predict a decrease in anode potential at lower oxygen concentrations. A similar increase in fuel cell performance was observed by Sharma *et al*[@b23] when the fuel cells were tested *in-vivo* at lower oxygen partial pressure. As shown in [Fig. 3b](#f3){ref-type="fig"} the interdigital SLFC has a peak performance of approximately 2.01 μWcm^−2^ at low oxygen partial pressure, compared to 1.36 μWcm^−2^ for the non-interdigital SLFC. The improvement in peak power output is more significant in the interdigital case (52.3% increase compared to 29.3%) likely due to increased oxygen depletion over the anode. As was previously reported, a change in oxygen concentration at the anode surface has greater effect on fuel cell performance at lower oxygen partial pressures[@b26]. The peak power changes in this experiment are therefore consistent with that observation. In addition, the reduced ionic resistance between the anode and the cathode due to the high interface area also contributes to the increased performance of the interdigital design.

SLFCs in stacked configuration
------------------------------

The greatest advantage of SLFCs over other non-enzymatic glucose fuel cells designs is that they can be integrated in very compact fuel cell units for volume sensitive implantable devices. As discussed previously, the glucose fuel cells developed so far have been intended to be used as coating layers for implantable devices since their thickness and complicated stacked design makes them unsuitable for low volume applications. The SLFCs developed here, not only can be easily stacked, but doing so greatly increases their performance. Stacking the SLFC can reduce the amount of oxygen reaching the anode, as illustrated in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, because only a small volume of interstitial fluid is allowed to diffuse through the sides and between the fuel cell layers. [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of stacking on the overall performance of a SLFC. The gap δ between the SLFCs determines the amount of reactants that that can diffuse through the sides of the stacked fuel cell unit and over the electrodes. Using this approach some of the oxygen in solution reacts at the cathode before it diffuses to the anode allowing glucose oxidation to proceed at low oxygen concentrations as illustrated in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. As discussed previously, some of the glucose reacts at the Pt/Al cathode, however the effect on the stacked SLFC\'s performance is small because of the large difference in oxygen and glucose physiological concentration. In interstitial tissue, the glucose concentration is approximately 5 mmol L^−1^ while that of oxygen is less than 0.2 mmol L^−1^. Decreasing the gap δ between the fuel cell layers can increase the peak power output of the SLFC. It can be seen in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"} that the increase can result in over 2 fold increase in power output per SLFC over the case where there is no stacking. For a SLFC A1 type fuel cell, a peak power output of 1.88 μW/cm^2^ is obtained when δ is 0.5 mm. Although the fuel cell layers could potentially be stacked event closer together (δ ≤ 0.5 mm), this is not easily achievable for the current design, because of the thickness of the wires that were used as electrode connections. The experiments were performed at 37° in 0.1 M PBS solution with physiological levels of glucose (5 mmol L^−1^) and dissolved oxygen in solution (0.2 mmol L^−1^).

Integrated fuel cell unit
-------------------------

In order to demonstrate the potential of SLFCs to be integrated in implantable devices as highly compact power sources we have assembled a fuel cell unit with stacked SLFCs connected externally in parallel. The holder was printed using a 3D printer. The assembled device in [Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"} has a volume of approximately 1 cm^3^ and can accommodate 12 SLFCs printed on both sides of 1 cm by 1 cm diced pieces of 500 μm thick fused silica wafers. That represents 12 cm^2^ of fuel cell surface area exposed to solution. For comparison purposes an oxygen depletion design type fuel cell that we have previously developed[@b26] had a thickness of 0.5 cm, a total volume of 2 cm^3^ and a surface area of 1 cm^2^ exposed to solution. The fuel cell had a power output of 2 μWcm^−2^ corresponding to a volumetric power output of roughly 1 μWcm^−3^. [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the cell potential and power density versus current density for the stacked fuel cell unit in [Fig. 5a](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. It can be seen that the peak volumetric power output is 16 μWcm^−3^ roughly 16 times higher than for the depletion design type fuel cell. The sweep rate used here is 18 μA h^−1^. The performance is lower than the expected peak performance of 12 SLFCs connected in parallel, because of resistance losses in external SLFC connections.

Chronoamperometric experiments were also performed to demonstrate the long-term stability of the fuel cell unit. [Fig. 5c](#f5){ref-type="fig"} shows the chronoamperometric response at 100 mV over a period of 12 hours. For the first 2 hours the fuel cells was kept in 0.01 M PBS solution after which 5 mM glucose was added to the solution. It can be seen that a stable current output of 123 μA was obtained following the addition of glucose and less than ± 10% fluctuation was observed during the entire period. In addition, this stable current output at 100 mV is consistent with the data presented for the polarization curve in [Fig. 5b](#f5){ref-type="fig"} demonstrating that a sweep rate of 18 μA h^−1^ did not lead to an overestimation of the performance.

Discussion
==========

The results presented in this paper demonstrate the potential of SLFCs to be integrated as high-performance low-cost glucose power sources in implantable devices. Unlike other non-enzymatic fuel cells proposed previously, the SLFCs are thin and easy to fabricate and assembled using standard semiconductor processing technology. In addition, each electrode is fabricated using 100 nm evaporated platinum, which is significantly less than in other designs where 50 μm thick platinum foils were used for fabricating Raney-type Pt/Zn alloys[@b31]. Here, it was demonstrated that an inter-digital type SLFC can achieve up to 2.01 μWcm^−2^ peak power output at physiological levels of glucose and oxygen and that a stacked fuel cell unit of 12 SLFCs can provide a volumetric power output of at least 16 μWcm^−3^. It is important to note that here the performance is measured in terms of SLFC area which includes both patterned electrodes. The state-of-the-art depletion design fuel cells quote a power output of 2 to 4.4 μWcm^−2^ per area exposed to the solution, which is just the geometrical surface area of the cathode[@b26][@b27] and does not take into account the thickness of the assembled fuel cell. In depletion design fuel cells the cathode is placed on top of the anode resulting in complicated assembly which makes them unsuitable for stacking and low volume applications. This makes such fuel cells hard to compare on volumetric power output basis with the SLFCs presented in this paper. The single layer fuel cell presented by Kloke *et al*[@b29] has a peak power output of 2.2 μW cm^--2^ however it is not fabricated on a single substrate and has not been integrated in high power density fuel cell units as is the case in this paper. The performance of the SLFCs can be improved further by developing more selective anodic catalysts[@b14] or by increasing the surface area of the electrodes in the current design. Kloke *et al.*[@b29] has recently demonstrated that a Raney-type platinum zinc catalyst obtained from 50 μm thick platinum foils and 30 μm thick layer of zinc can have an open circuit voltage of −400 mV, significantly lower than the anode we presented here. In addition surface area of the electrodes can be increased by immobilizing carbon nanotubes onto the fused silica wafer before electrode patterning. Carbon nanotubes have been used for a long time to increase the area of enzymatic fuel cells[@b34]. Some groups have developed and characterized electrodes with embedded multiwall carbon nanotubes[@b35] but have yet to be implemented in non-enzymatic glucose fuel cell systems.

Methods
=======

Fabrication
-----------

The fabrications steps for the fuel cells described here were performed at the Cornell Nanofabrication Facility. 500 μm thick fused silica wafers were used due to the fact that electrode can be patterned directly on them without the need of depositing a silicon oxide layer. The electrodes were patterned one at a time using a LOR lift-off process. First the anode was patterned using E-beam evaporation (CHA Evaporator) where 20 nm of titanium was deposited in order to promote adhesion followed by 100 nm of platinum and 300 nm of nickel. The wafer was subsequently annealed for 2 hours in nitrogen gas at 600°C (MRL Industries Furnace). In order to avoid oxide formation when opening and closing the furnace door, the stand-by temperature of the furnace was kept bellow 300°C. In order to obtain a high surface area Raney-type surface the nickel was etched by keeping the wafers in a 1:1 solution of concentrated sulfuric acid and nitric acid for 12 h. The cathode was patterned using E-beam evaporation of 20 nm of titanium followed by 100 nm of platinum and 100 nm aluminum. The wafer was subsequently annealed for 1 hour in nitrogen gas at 300°C followed by the etching the aluminum in 0.1 M NaOH solution. The fused silica wafers were then diced (K&S 7100 Dicing Saw) into 10 mm by 12 mm pieces. Copper wires (30 gauge) were soldered directly onto the electrodes.

Cleaning and activation
-----------------------

After dicing the fuel cells were cleaned under oxygen plasma for 10 min to remove any resist residue at the surface. Both electrodes are than subject to cyclic voltammetry in 0.5 M sulfuric acid solution for 10 cycles at 50 mVs^−1^. Following a method previously described by Kerzenmacher *et al.* the cathodes were subjected for 30 min to an oxidative current density of 44 μAcm^−2^ in 0.01 M phosphate buffer saline solution(Sigma P-5368 0.138 M NaCl) with pH 7.4 at 7% oxygen saturation without glucose.

Experimental setup and conditions
---------------------------------

The experimental setup used in this paper has been previously described by the authors elsewhere[@b26]. All experiments were performed in 500 mL 0.01 M PBS solution (pH 7.4) at 37°C. When specified, glucose was added at physiological levels of 5 mmol L^−1^. The solution was replaced after each experiment to ensure low contamination. Two flow meters (VWR 0.2--20 SCFM) were used to adjust the ratio of air and nitrogen (Airgas NI-200) flowing in the solution. In most experiments air was constantly being bubbled through at 0.2SCFH to ensure that the oxygen levels remained constant throughout the experiment. The measured dissolved oxygen saturation level was (21 ± 0.5)%. Where specified 0.6SCFH nitrogen gas was mixed with the air in order to decrease the oxygen concentration in solution. The corresponding dissolved oxygen level was measured to (7 ± 0.5)% saturation corresponding to the upper physiological oxygen saturation level (7% or about 0.06 mM)[@b31]. The dissolved oxygen measurements were performed using a Dissolved Oxygen Pen (850045 Sper Scientific). The solution was stirred for 3 hours prior to performing current sweep experiments in order to improve glucose mixing in the solution, however it was not stirred during the experiments.

Instrumentation
---------------

A Keithley 2400 Source-meter was used to apply a current sweep across the fuel cells and a Keithley 2000 Multi-meter equipped with a scanner card was used to take the voltage measurements of individual electrode potentials versus the reference electrode. The current sweep and channel switching was remotely controlled using a LABVIEW program. All current sweeps were performed at a sweep rate of 18 μA h^−1^, starting 0 μA and increasing the current by 0.5 μA every 100 s. A silver--silver chloride reference (Aldrich Double junction Ag/AgCl reference) electrode was used as the reference against which electrode potentials were measured.
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![Single Layer Fuel Cell devices.\
(a) fused silica substrate before dicing with single layer fuel cells (SLFC) patterned on both sides (b) a typical device used in this work with leads attached (c) scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images showing the high surface area Raney-alloy structure of the anode at different alloying temperatures and at the cathode.](srep01226-f1){#f1}

![Electrode polarization curves.\
(a) cathode *i*--V curves showing the effect of 5 mM glucose in solution and the effect of low oxygen partial pressure (7% oxygen saturation) (b) anode *i*--V curves at high (21% saturation) and low (2% oxygen saturation) oxygen partial pressure. The results represent the average of 3 measurements.](srep01226-f2){#f2}

![SLFC as coating layers.\
(a) SLFCs used to test the effect n = A~cathode~/A~anode~ on fuel cell performance (here for SLFC A1 *n* = 3.7, SLFC A2 *n* = 1.39, SLFC A3 *n* = 0.47) (b) interdigital electrode fuel cells used to test the effect of interface area and oxygen concentration on fuel cell performance. The results represent the average of 3 measurements.](srep01226-f3){#f3}

![SLFC in stacked configuration.\
(a) illustration demonstrating how confining the reactants diffusion can reduce the amount of oxygen at the anode (b) confined diffusion effect on fuel cell performance showing the increase in SLFC A1 performance when there is plate 0.5 mm above the SLFC. The results represent the average of 3 measurements.](srep01226-f4){#f4}

![Confined Diffusion effect on performance.\
(a) picture of one double sided SLFC along with a stack of 12SLFCs (b) performance of the 12 SLFCs stack connected in parallel (c) chronoamperometric response at 0.1 V in 0.01 M PBS solution for the first 2 h and after the addition of 5 × 10^−3^ molL^−1^ glucose.](srep01226-f5){#f5}
